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ABSTRACT: We report the solution-phase structures of native
signal peptides and related analogs capable of either strongly
agonizing or antagonizing the AgrC quorum sensing (QS)
receptor in the emerging pathogen Staphylococcus epidermidis.
Chronic S. epidermidis infections are often recalcitrant to
traditional therapies due to antibiotic resistance and formation
of robust biofilms. The accessory gene regulator (agr) QS
system plays an important role in biofilm formation in this
opportunistic pathogen, and the binding of an autoinducing
peptide (AIP) signal to its cognate transmembrane receptor
(AgrC) is responsible for controlling agr. Small molecules or
peptides capable of modulating this binding event are of
significant interest as probes to investigate both the agr system
and QS as a potential antivirulence target. We used NMR spectroscopy to characterize the structures of the three native S.
epidermidis AIP signals and five non-native analogs with distinct activity profiles in the AgrC-I receptor from S. epidermidis.
These studies revealed a suite of structural motifs critical for ligand activity. Interestingly, a unique β-turn was present in the
macrocycles of the two most potent AgrC-I modulators, in both an agonist and an antagonist, which was distinct from the
macrocycle conformation in the less-potent AgrC-I modulators and in the native AIP-I itself. This previously unknown β-turn
provides a structural rationale for these ligands’ respective biological activity profiles. Development of analogs to reinforce the β-
turn resulted in our first antagonist with subnanomolar potency in AgrC-I, while analogs designed to contain a disrupted β-turn
were dramatically less potent relative to their parent compounds. Collectively, these studies provide new insights into the
AIP:AgrC interactions crucial for QS activation in S. epidermidis and advance the understanding of QS at the molecular level.

■ INTRODUCTION

Staphylococcus epidermidis is a ubiquitous, skin-colonizing
Gram-positive bacterium1 that has emerged as an opportunistic
pathogen in many hospital-acquired infections.2,3 This
bacterium is now a leading cause of biomedical device-
associated infections due to its propensity to form robust
biofilms on abiotic surfaces.3−8 This biofilm lifestyle, combined
with its increasing antibiotic resistance, makes treating S.
epidermidis infections with traditional antibacterial drugs
difficult.2,3,6,9−11 Playing an important role in the pathogenesis
of S. epidermidis infections is the accessory gene regulator (agr)
system,12−17 a cell−cell communication system that allows the
bacteria to sense population density and coordinate gene
expression at high cell numbers to initiate group behaviors.18,19

This cell−cell signaling process is a type of quorum sensing
(QS, Figure 1) and is mediated in S. epidermidis by a
macrocyclic peptide pheromone called an autoinducing
peptide (AIP).20−23 As the bacterial population density
increases, so does the concentration of the AIP. Once a
threshold concentration is reached, the AIP can productively
bind with its cognate receptor AgrC, a transmembrane

histidine kinase, which subsequently initiates the signaling
cascade that leads to changes in gene expression.22

As a number of phenotypes associated with S. epidermidis
virulence, such as the production of phenol-soluble modulins
and biofilms, are under the direct control of QS,11−14,24−28

targeting the agr system represents an attractive approach for
studying the role of QS in infection and even possibly
attenuating S. epidermidis infections.25,29−32 This strategy has
been used in Staphylococcus aureus, a pathogen closely related
to S. epidermidis with an analogous agr QS system, and prior
studies by our lab and others have revealed several highly
potent, non-native antagonists of the agr system in S.
aureus.33−48 Similar to S. aureus, S. epidermidis has evolved
into different agr specificity groups (I−III), each with a
different AIP signal and some variability in the other
components of the agr system (i.e., in proteins AgrB−
D).30,49 Interestingly, these AIP signals are also capable of
either inhibiting or activating the receptors of the other S.
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epidermidis groups, motivating hypotheses about cross-group
interactions mediated by QS. For example, AIP-II and AIP-III
each inhibit AgrC-I, while AIP-I inhibits both AgrC-II and
AgrC-III (AIP signals shown in Figure 2).30 Synthetic ligands
that selectively activate or inhibit each of these receptors, or
that pan-activate or pan-inhibit all receptors, would represent
valuable chemical probes to interrogate the nature of such
possible cross-group interactions and to study agr-based QS in
general.
Recently, our laboratory performed a systematic study of the

structure of the AIP-I signal from group-I S. epidermidis and,
using cell-based assays reporting agr activity, delineated the
structure−activity relationships (SARs) governing its ability to
activate its cognate receptor, AgrC-I.50 This study revealed the
first set of non-native AIP analogs that are capable of potently
agonizing or antagonizing the agr system in S. epidermidis
(selected peptides shown in Figure 2). However, we lack an
understanding of how these activity data connect to the three-
dimensional (3-D) structures of these peptides. Such a
connection, assuming that these small and rigidified macro-
cyclic peptides can adopt a similar conformation upon binding
to AgrC-I, would illuminate the chemical features crucial to
AgrC-I receptor agonism or antagonism by these peptides, and
provide new insights into their mechanisms of action. To date,
only the solution-phase structure of the S. epidermidis AIP-I has
been reported in a mixed-solvent system,51 and the analysis of
this structure focused on the motifs important for interaction
with the S. aureus AgrC receptors, not with S. epidermidis
AgrC-I. To the best of our knowledge, no structural
information on any S. epidermidis AIP analogs has been
reported.
Herein, we report the first detailed characterization of the 3-

D solution-phase structures of the S. epidermidis AIP-I signal,
several non-native AIP-I analogs capable of strongly modulat-
ing AgrC-I, and the S. epidermidis AIP-II and AIP-III signals
using NMR spectroscopy. Comparison of these peptide
structures revealed several features that we propose, when
aligned with their cell-based activity profiles, to be critical to
receptor binding and activation, including a β-turn motif that
was present in the macrocycles of both the most potent agonist
and the most potent antagonist ligands, yet lacking in less
potent ligands, including the native AIP-I signal. Our structural
data suggest that a minimum of two endocyclic hydrophobic
residues and the presence and specific orientation of a C-

terminal hydrophobic group are necessary for activation of
AgrC-I. Together, these structural analyses illuminate the
mechanism of both AgrC-I agonism and antagonism by
peptide ligands and motivate new hypotheses on the
modularity of the receptor-binding and receptor-activating
motifs of AIP-I. A small set of second-generation analogs
designed to strengthen or weaken the β-turn were synthesized
based upon these findings, resulting in analogs with
comparable or greatly diminished potency relative to the
parent peptides, respectively. These studies also revealed the
first AgrC-I antagonist with subnanomolar potency. The effects
of these β-turn alterations on potency represent proof-of-
concept and validation for structure−function studies such as
this one.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Selection of Peptides for Structural Analyses. To start,

we selected a series of non-native AIP-I analogs from our
previous study that displayed a range of agonistic and
antagonistic activity in AgrC-I as determined utilizing a S.
epidermidis GFP reporter strain (Figure 2 and Table 1).50 We
chose two agonists that were more potent than the native AIP-
I signal: AIP-I D1A, in which a single Asp to Ala modification
gave a 4-fold increase in potency, and AIP-I D1AS6A, in which
the double Ala modification gave a 20-fold increase in potency.
We envisioned that comparisons between these two AIP-I
analogs and the native AIP-I could provide insights into how
the Ala substitutions increased agonism potency. We also
selected three AgrC-I antagonists that displayed moderate to
strong antagonism potencies (Table 1). This trio included t-
AIP-I, in which the N-terminal tail was removed and the Cys
residue was simply acetylated, AIP-I V3A, in which a single
modification to the native AIP-I (Val to Ala) mode-switched
its activity from agonist to antagonist, and the triple Ala
modified peptide, AIP-I D1AV3AS6A (hereafter referred to as
AAA), which is a highly potent antagonist with a single-digit
nanomolar IC50 value. As the S. epidermidis AIP-II and AIP-III
signals are also relatively strong antagonists of AgrC-I (Table
1), we included these native peptides in our structural studies.
To facilitate these comparative studies, we also chose to
determine the NMR structure of the native AIP-I under
comparable experimental conditions. All of these native and
non-native peptides were prepared and purified to homoge-
neity using the methods in our prior study.50

NMR Analyses. We used NMR spectroscopy to character-
ize the solution-phase structures of the peptides, using
methods similar to our prior reports (see the SI for full
details).43,51,52 The 1-D and 2-D (TOCSY and ROESY) NMR
spectra were obtained on a 750 MHz spectrometer equipped
with a cryoprobe at ambient temperature in H2O/D2O (95:5)
except for AIP-I and t-AIP-I, which were dissolved in H2O/
CD3CN (8:1 and 7:3, respectively) due to solubility
limitations. Previous studies of similar S. aureus AgrC
modulators showed that the presence of these amounts of
acetonitrile did not cause significant structural changes relative
to structures obtained in water alone.43 The 1-D proton and 2-
D TOCSY and ROESY spectra were used to determine
chemical shifts via sequential assignments of each amino acid
residue. Internuclear proton distances were determined from
2-D ROESY cross peaks and converted to distance constraint
files. These files were used to calculate and refine 3-D
structures using torsion angle simulated annealing through
Xplor-NIH,53,54 and an ensemble of 20 lowest-energy

Figure 1. Schematic of the QS process in S. epidermidis. At low cell
density, the QS signal (AIP) is produced at a low level. As the
population grows, the corresponding AIP concentration increases
until the AIP reaches a threshold level at which it productively binds
to AgrC. This AIP:AgrC binding event then activates the response
regulator AgrA to simultaneously amplify expression of agr and alter
gene expression to drive group-beneficial behaviors.
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structures was utilized to determine the most representative
low energy structure (ensembles in SI, Figures S1−S8).

Structure comparisons were performed with alignment fitting
using PyMOL.55

Figure 2. Structures of the native S. epidermidis AIP signals (I−III) and AIP-I analogs examined in this study. Relative potency in the QS receptor
AgrC-I is indicated with the arrow for AIP-I analogs. Relative potencies indicated are from cell-based assays of AgrC-I activity reported in our
previous work.50

Table 1. Structures and Cell-Based Reporter Activities in AgrC-I of the Peptides Evaluated in This Studya

peptide name sequence IC50 in nM (95% CI) EC50 in nM (95% CI)

AIP-I D-S-V-(C-A-S-Y-F) 196 (162−238)
AIP-I D1A A-S-V-(C-A-S-Y-F) 49.3 (43.3−56.2)
AIP-I D1AS6A A-S-V-(C-A-A-Y-F) 10.3 (6.18−17.2)
t-AIP-I Ac-(C-A−S-Y-F) 192 (150−245)
AIP-I V3A D-S-A-(C-A-S-Y-F) 51.9 (37.9−71.0)
AAA A-S-A-(C-A-A-Y-F) 2.84 (1.95−4.11)
AIP-II N-A-S-K-Y-N-P-(C-S-N-Y-L) 9.64 (7.99−11.6)
AIP-III N-A-A-K-Y-N-P-(C-A-S-Y-L) 34.3 (31.4−37.4)

aValues from ref 50. CI = 95% confidence interval.
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Structural Comparison of AIP-I to the Antagonist t-
AIP-I. The NMR experimental results for AIP-I and t-AIP-I
were compared first. Again, t-AIP-I lacks the N-terminal tail
and is a moderate antagonist of AgrC-I (Table 1). Analogous
ROESY cross peaks appeared in both spectra, with extremely
similar coupling constants and chemical shifts for all analogous
hydrogens (see SI; Tables S1, S2, S9, and S10). The ROEs
observed for AIP-I revealed an almost identical macrocycle
conformation compared to t-AIP-I, as illustrated in the overlay
in Figure 3C. The structures align with an RMS difference of

0.3 Å for all analogous atoms. This close structural similarity
between native AIP-I and the antagonist t-AIP-I suggests that
while the tail in AIP-I has little impact on the structure of the
macrocycle, it contains a contact critical for AgrC activation.
When missing, as in t-AIP-I, the ligand is capable of
competitively binding to AgrC-I yet fails to activate the
receptor.
Several features from the comparative analyses of AIP-I and

t-AIP-I are important and warrant discussion. First, Asp1 and
Ser2 of the AIP-I tail do not have well-defined conformations
(see ensembles in SI Figure S1), despite the rigidified
conformation of its macrocycle (Figure 3; SI Figure S1).
Second, the spectra suggest that the Ser in the macrocycle of
both peptides adopts a conformation where the hydroxyl

oxygen forms a hydrogen bond to the adjacent Tyr amide
hydrogen. This finding is aligned with the well-established
propensity of short, polar side chains such as Ser and Thr for
this interaction.56,57 The result of this hydrogen bond is the
formation of a half-chair six-member ring, and we reason that
this ring acts to stabilize the macrocycle. Third, our structures
of AIP-I and t-AIP show the side chains of both of the
endocyclic hydrophobic residues (Phe and Tyr) oriented away
from the macrocycle to form a hydrophobic face (Figure 3).
This observation supports the conclusions of prior SAR studies
of AIPs in both S. aureus and S. epidermidis that implicate a
hydrophobic face as critical for productive AgrC bind-
ing.36,42,50,52,58 Indeed, removal of these hydrophobic residues
from the macrocycle completely ablates AIP-I activity.50

Fourth, the Cys and Phe side chains adopt well-defined
rotational conformations, while the Tyr side chain appears to
be less restricted. This last trend was observed for all of the
peptides studied in this work.

Structural Comparison of AIP-I to the Antagonist
AIP-I V3A. We next compared the structure of native AIP-I to
the antagonist AIP-I V3A (Figure 4), which is approximately 4-

fold more potent than t-AIP-I (Table 1) and has a single amino
acid modification (Val to Ala) relative to native AIP-I.50 This
activity mode-switch (agonist to antagonist) suggests that Val3
may play an important role in dictating the active
conformation of the native signal or makes a crucial contact
with the receptor. Interestingly, when examining the structure
of AIP-I, Val3 is directed in the opposite direction of its
endocyclic hydrophobic face (composed of Tyr7 and Phe8), as
shown in Figure 3A,C.
The ensemble of AIP-I V3A from Xplor has the highest

RMSD of the peptides analyzed in this study, but like AIP-I,
the structure of the macrocycle and relative position of residue
3 were highly ordered while Asp1 and Ser2 were the most
disordered (SI Figure S3). Also similar to AIP-I, the

Figure 3. Representative structures of AIP-I (A) and t-AIP-I (B).
Oxygen is shown in red, nitrogen in blue, hydrogen in white, and
sulfur in gold. (C) Overlay of AIP-I (in yellow) and t-AIP-I (in
orange), with an all-atom RMS difference of 0.3 Å (72 atoms).

Figure 4. (A) Representative structure of AIP-I V3A. Atom colors
analogous to Figure 3. (B) Overlay of AIP-I (in yellow) and AIP-I
V3A (in green), having an all-atom RMS difference of 2.1 Å (79
atoms) for residues 3−8.
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hydrophobic residues (Phe8 and Tyr7) of AIP-I V3A were
extended toward one face of the macrocycle and create a
hydrophobic surface (Figure 4A), and the Ser6 hydroxyl to
Tyr7 amide hydrogen bond appears to be maintained as a
stabilizing interaction of the macrocycle. While the isopropyl
side chain of Val3 is replaced with a methyl side chain in AIP-I
V3A, the orientation of the Ala side chain relative to the
hydrophobic face of the macrocycle is conserved (Figure 4B).
Therefore, the structures of native AIP-I and AIP-I V3A are
highly similar, having an all-atom RMS difference for residues
3−8 (excluding the more disordered hydrophilic N-terminal
residues) of 2.1 Å (79 atoms), and an RMS difference for the
backbone of only 0.8 Å (24 atoms). In view of these data, we
propose that the lack of the branched hydrophobic side chain
of residue Val3 (as in AIP-I V3A) is the primary cause for
switching AIP-I from an agonist to an antagonist, with little or
no dependence on conformational changes. We reason that the
Val3 side chain in AIP-I makes a key contact with AgrC-I that
is essential for activation, and in its absence, AIP-I V3A
competitively inhibits AgrC-I.
Structural Comparison of AIP-I to Agonists with

Increased Potency. Next, we turned our attention to the
structures of two non-native agonists of AgrC-I, AIP-I D1A
and AIP-I D1AS6A (Figure 5A,B). Both analogs are more
potent agonists than the native agonist AIP-I (Table 1), with
AIP-I D1AS6A being the most potent non-native agonist
targeting S. epidermidis AgrC-I reported to date.50 Counter-
intuitively in view of their less polar primary structures, AIP-I
D1A and AIP-I D1AS6A were found to be more soluble in
water than AIP-I, and their corresponding NMR spectra
reflected that difference with higher S/N. Regardless,
representative structures of the native AIP-I and AIP-I D1A
were found to be exceptionally similar (overlay in Figure 5C),
having an all-atom RMS difference of 1.3 Å (99 atoms) and a
backbone-atom RMS difference of 0.5 Å (28 atoms). While the
ROESY spectrum of AIP-I indicated disorder in Asp1 and Ser2
(see above), the ROESY spectrum of AIP-I D1A had more
cross peaks related to Ala1 and Ser2, yielding a more defined
structure from Xplor (SI Figure S4). It seemed possible that
this was simply due to the greater S/N of the AIP-I D1A
sample, but a closer examination of the AIP-I spectrum
revealed that other small ROE cross peaks were visible,
suggesting the issue was not S/N but rather a true disorder in
Asp1 and Ser2. In view of their highly similar structures, we
speculate that the more ordered tail of AIP-I D1A relative to
AIP-I contributes to its heightened agonistic activity,
presumably better positioning an activation motif therein.
The structural similarity between AIP-I and the more potent

agonist AIP-I D1AS6A, with an all-atom RMS difference of 3.6
Å (97 atoms), was less than that between AIP-I and AIP-I
D1A. The differences originate from conformational changes in
the AIP-I D1AS6A macrocycle. AIP-I D1AS6A has an Ala
residue in place of Ser6, and thus no hydrogen bond is possible
between the Ser6 hydroxyl and Tyr7 amide hydrogen. Instead,
the AIP-I D1AS6A macrocycle was observed to adopt a β-turn
motif with the Ala5 carbonyl H-bonded to the Phe8 HN
(Figure 5B). Analysis of the appropriate φ and ψ angles
revealed the turn was a type II′ β-turn.59 The ROESY
spectrum for AIP-I D1AS6A also featured several major
differences in cross peaks that were analogous in the spectra of
each of the other peptides compared up to this point. For
example, in these latter spectra, an ROE existed between Ser6
Hα and Ser6 NH that was calculated at 2.5 or 2.6 Å. In the

spectrum of AIP-I D1AS6A, however, this ROESY cross peak
was much more intense, with a calculated value of 2.2 Å. This
difference indicates a dissimilar φ-dihedral angle at Ala6 in
AIP-I D1AS6A. Additionally, what was observed as a moderate
cross peak between Ser6 HN and Phe8 HN in the AIP-I D1A
spectrum, which only differs by a single amino acid from AIP-I
D1AS6A, was a weak cross peak between Ala6 HN and Phe8
HN in the AIP-I D1AS6A spectrum, indicating a difference in
the plane of the amide bond of Ala5 and Ala6. This difference
brings the carbonyl of the amide bond into the center of the
AIP-I D1AS6A macrocycle, allowing for formation of the

Figure 5. Representative structures of AIP-I D1A (A) and AIP-I
D1AS6A (B) Atom colors analogous to Figure 3. The characteristic
hydrogen bond of a β-turn is indicated, with i + 1 φ = 63° and ψ =
−88°, i + 2 φ = −125° and ψ = 16° (in B). (C) Overlay of AIP-I (in
yellow) and AIP-I D1A (in white), with an all-atom RMS difference of
1.3 Å (99 atoms). (D) Overlay of AIP-I (in yellow) and AIP-I
D1AS6A (in dark blue), with an all-atom RMS difference of 3.6 Å (97
atoms).
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hydrogen bond to the Phe8 HN (Figure 5B). This hydrogen
bond then stabilizes the β-turn in the macrocycle of AIP-I
D1AS6A.
This alteration to the macrocycle in AIP-I D1AS6A caused a

change in the way the exocyclic tail protrudes from the
macrocycle and brought the Val3 side chain to the same face as
the hydrophobic endocyclic side chains. The tails of AIP-I and
related analogs studied so far form a short β-strand that is
connected to the macrocycle, comprised of Ser2 to Ala5. As
Ala5 in AIP-I D1AS6A has a major change in its conformation,
the strand exiting the macrocycle is rotated by roughly 60°
relative to AIP-I. Given that the hydrophobic side chain of
Val3 is strongly implicated as an effector of agonism in these
peptides (see above) and also that AIP-I D1AS6A is 20-fold
more potent than AIP-I and 5-fold more potent than AIP-I
D1A, we reason that the macrocyclic fold and corresponding
change of orientation of Val3 in AIP-I D1AS6A make this
ligand more efficacious for binding and activating AgrC-I.
Structural Comparison of AIP-I to the Antagonist

AAA. To further examine the relationships between the
macrocycle conformation, the potency of the peptide, and the
presence of the hydrophobic side chain of Val3, we determined
the structure of the most potent AgrC-I antagonist from our
previous study, peptide AAA (Table 1). Xplor outputed a very
ordered ensemble from the AAA constraint file (SI, Figure S6),
and strikingly, a β-turn in the macrocycle was observed that
was closely analogous to that of agonist AIP-I D1AS6A.
Indeed, just as many ROESY cross peaks were analogous
between the spectra of AIP-I, t-AIP-I, AIP-I V3A, and AIP-I
D1A, the ROESY cross peaks of the antagonist AAA and the
agonist AIP-I D1AS6A were equally analogous, with patterns
suggesting the same type II′ β-turn in the macrocycle and the
same short β-strand exiting the macrocycle in a similar manner.
A representative structure of AAA is shown in Figure 6A, with

an overlay of AIP-I and AAA having a relatively large all-atom
RMS difference of 3.4 Å (88 atoms) shown in Figure 6B. This
overlay is suggestive that the antagonist AAA, like the agonist
AIP-I D1AS6A, adopts a structure quite different from AIP-I.

Structures of S. epidermidis AIP-II and AIP-III. Because
both native AIP-II and native AIP-III are also relatively potent
AgrC-I antagonists, we investigated the structures of these two
AIPs for comparison to the native AIP-I and antagonist AAA.
AIP-II and AIP-III have similar primary sequences (Figure 2
and Table 1), and their corresponding 2-D NMR spectra
showed many similar cross peaks in the macrocycle region.
However, a single amino acid difference in the tail sequence
yielded a dramatic difference in the calculated tail structures.
AIP-II has a sequence in its tail region (S−K−Y-N) that
formed a β-turn (Figure 7A), indicated strongly by a robust
series of cross peaks in the ROESY spectrum. In AIP-III, the
corresponding sequence is A−K−Y−N, and the ROESY
spectrum in this region instead indicated a β-stand from
residue 2 through residue 9 within the ring, with no i to i + 3
cross peaks analogous to the β-turn as indicated in AIP-II
(Figure 7B). Overall, AIP-II was more globular, with the tail
folding around the macrocycle but not quite contacting it, and
AIP-III was more extended, with the strand of the tail pointing
directly out from the ring. Additionally, in a comparison of the
macrocycles, the plane of the amide bond between residue-10
(Asn in AIP-II and Ser in AIP-III) and Tyr11 was inverted by
∼180° (Figure 7C).
An alignment of the macrocycle of AIP-I with either AIP-II

or AIP-III yields only modest overlap, having all-atom RMS
differences of 2.2 Å (PyMOL fits 49 atoms) or 2.1 Å (PyMOL
fits 52 atoms) respectively, for most-similar atom matching
(results not shown), indicating that AIP-II and AIP-III have
major 3-D structural differences in their macrocycles relative to
AIP-I. In contrast, there is better overlap of the macrocycle of
the antagonist AAA with that of AIP-II (all-atom RMS
difference for macrocycle of 1.9 Å, of 49 atoms) and AIP-III
(all-atom RMS difference of macrocycle of 1.2 Å, 50 atoms; SI
Figure S9), which is in accord with all three peptides acting as
AgrC-I antagonists. We return to this below.

Comparison of the Most Potent AgrC-I Agonist and
Antagonist. Given the remarkable, and unexpected, similarity
of the ROESY spectra of the most potent AgrC agonist AIP-I
D1AS6A and the most potent AgrC antagonist AAA, a direct
comparison of these two structures was warranted. The
structural overlay is shown in Figure 8. Although the slight
differences in ROE intensity from the spectra lead to subtle
differences between the two structures, they are very similar
overall, with an all-atom RMS difference of 1.0 Å (101 atoms)
and a backbone RMS difference of 0.8 Å for all residues (32
atoms) or an all-atom RMS difference of just 0.2 Å (78 atoms)
and a backbone RMS difference of just 0.1 Å (24 atoms) when
considering only residues 3−8. To further validate the
interpretation of these two solution NMR structures, they
were each analyzed using MolProbity, and both AIP-I D1AS6A
and AAA have very good relative clash and MolProbity scores
(see MolProbity validation in the SI).60,61

These structural data suggest that the β-turn in the
macrocycles of AIP-I D1AS6A and AAA arranges them for
optimal binding to AgrC-I relative to the macrocycle of the
native ligand AIP-I, which lacks the same β-turn. We then
speculate that the stabilizing Ser6 hydroxyl to Tyr7 amide
hydrogen bond in the AIP-I macrocycle impairs it from
adopting the optimal β-turn conformation for binding its own

Figure 6. (A) Representative structure of AAA. Atom colors
analogous to Figure 3. For the macrocycle β-turn, i + 1 φ = 62°
and ψ = −89°, i + 2 φ = −123° and ψ = 18°. (B) Overlay of AIP-I and
AAA, with an all-atom RMS difference of 3.4 Å (88 atoms). AIP-I is
shown in yellow, and AAA is shown in pink.
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cognate receptor. This difference is correlated with the
heightened potencies of AIP-I D1AS6A (as an agonist) and
AAA (as an antagonist) relative to AIP-I (Table 1). The
opposite activity profiles for AIP-I D1AS6A and AAA, despite
their very similar structures, indicates that their only point of
real structural divergence, the branched hydrophobic motif of
the Val3 side chain, engages in critical interactions with the
AgrC-I receptor, with its position dictated by the fold of the
macrocycle. The Val3 side chain is oriented more toward the
hydrophobic endocyclic face of AIP-I D1AS6A relative to that
of AIP-I, and this positioning of both Val3 and the
hydrophobic face in AIP-I D1AS6A presumably facilitates
receptor binding and activation. This model then implicates
Val, and only Val positioned properly next to the ring, as
essential for receptor activation. If the model is accurate,
introducing a Val residue or other appropriate hydrophobic
moiety next to a different AIP macrocycle or even a β-turn
mimetic could lead to new modulators that activate S.
epidermidis AgrC-I.
Exploration of the β-Turn Motif through New

Analogs. We sought to further examine the importance of
the β-turn motif for peptide:AgrC-I interactions in S.
epidermidis and designed eight new analogs of AIP-I
D1AS6A and AAA to modify the type II′ β-turn. Substitution

of Ala6 with D-Ala or Gly should strengthen the β-turn, and we
hypothesized that, if the β-turn motif was indeed critical, such
substitutions should either maintain or possibly enhance the
agonism or antagonism potency of the two parent
peptides.59,62,63 Conversely, substitution of Phe8 with N-
MePhe or phenyllactic acid (PLA) should destabilize the β-
turn by removing the key hydrogen bond between the Ala5
carbonyl and Phe8 NH. We hypothesized that destabilization
of the β-turn would reduce the potency of these new analogs
relative to the parent peptides where the β-turn is intact. We
synthesized new AIP-I D1AS6A and AAA analogs containing
these modifications (shown in Figure 9) using standard
methods and screened them in agr reporter assays (side-by-
side with their parent peptides) in group-I S. epidermidis to
allow for comparisons of their activity profiles (Figure 10, see
the SI for synthetic protocols and assay methods).50

The dose−response assays for the new analogs with D-Ala
and Gly substitutions, which should strengthen or maintain the
β-turn, showed only slight changes in potency relative to their
parent compounds. As the parents already contain the critical
β-turn, this result is not altogether surprising. The AgrC-I
agonism assays revealed AIP-I D1AS6G and AIP-I D1AS6dA
to be ∼2-fold and ∼4 fold less potent, respectively, than the
parent AIP-I D1AS6A (Figure 10A, see the SI, Table S18 for
potency data for all new analogs). These reductions in potency,
especially for AIP-I D1AS6G, are relatively minor; indeed,
both peptides are still highly active, with EC50 values in the low
nanomolar range. This only minor reduction in activity relative
to AIP-I D1AS6A reinforces the β-turn as important for AgrC-I
binding, and suggests that these particular type II′ β-turn
mimics are simply not optimal for AgrC-I activation. Turning
to the AgrC-I antagonism assay data, AAG and AAdA both
maintained their high potencies, with IC50 values comparable
or lower than the parent AAA (Figure 10B). These results
provide further support for the β-turn as a critical element for
the interactions of these AIP-I analogs with AgrC-I. Moreover,
they revealed the most potent AgrC-I antagonist that we have
observed to date in S. epidermidis (AAdA), with a
subnanomolar IC50 value (0.908 nM).

Figure 7. Representative structures of AIP-II (A) and AIP-III (B). Atom colors analogous to Figure 3. (C) Overlay of AIP-II (cyan) and AIP-III
(magenta) for the macrocycle only, with an all-atom RMS difference of 1.5 Å (68 atoms).

Figure 8. Overlay of AIP-I D1AS6A (dark blue) and AAA (pink),
with an all-atom RMS difference of 1.0 Å (101 atoms), and all-atom
RMS difference for residues 3−8 of 0.2 Å (78 atoms). Atom colors
analogous to Figure 3.
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In contrast to the data for the D-Ala and Gly substituted
analogs, the incorporation of N-MePhe and PLA, hypothesized
to eliminate the key hydrogen bond necessary for the β-turn,
obliterated activity in AgrC-I relative to their parent
compounds. Dose−response agonism assays of AIP-I
D1AS6A [N-MeF8] and AIP-I D1AS6A [F8PLA] indicated
a complete lack of activity (Figure 10C), while the antagonism

assays of AAA [N-MeF8] and AAA [F8PLA] revealed a
potency loss of over 3 orders of magnitude relative to the
parent antagonist AAA (Figure 10D). These major shifts in
potency due to the elimination of a single hydrogen bond
strongly supports the importance of the β-turn for optimal
binding interactions with AgrC-I.

Figure 9. Structural modifications of lead agonist AIP-I D1AS6A and lead antagonist AAA to provide β-turn modifying analogs.

Figure 10. Group-I AgrC agonism (closed shapes) and antagonism (open shapes) dose−response curves for the new peptide analogs with
modifications to the β-turn. Curves depicted for agonist (A) and antagonist (B) analogs designed to strengthen the β-turn, and agonists (C) and
antagonists (D) designed to weaken the β-turn. The parent agonist (AIP-I D1AS6A) or antagonist (AAA) are shown alongside the new analogs (in
blue) for comparison.
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To further examine the structures of these β-turn modified
analogs and their activity profiles in AgrC-I, we performed
additional 1-D and 2-D NMR experiments on a set of peptides
with varying agonistic activities: AIP-I, AIP-I D1AS6A, AIP-I
D1AS6dA, and AIP-I D1AS6A [N-MeF8]. AIP-I D1AS6A and
its second-generation analogs were effective surrogates for the
AAA family as well, as the chemical shifts of AIP-I D1AS6A
and AAA were highly conserved and their solution NMR
structures were analogous (again, both shown to adopt a type
II′ β-turn; see above). Chemical shifts are well-known to be
sensitive to local structural changes in peptide/protein
conformation, including the torsion angles used to classify β-
turns.64−67 We initially sought to use NMR chemical shift data
to generate backbone torsion angles using the established
TALOS-N computer program,68 in order to gauge similarities
in the local conformations of the peptides.
We performed 1-D 1H, 2-D TOCSY, and 2-D 1H−13C

HSQC NMR experiments in D2O on an 800 MHz
spectrometer (see the SI for full details of NMR experiments
and data) on the family of peptides, and first input chemical
shift data into TALOS-N for AIP-I and AIP-I D1AS6A to
compare the software’s predicted torsion angles to those
determined in our solution-phase NMR structures. We found
that TALOS-N could not make torsion angle predictions for all
of the amino acids in these macrocyclic peptides, most likely
because it relies on a training set based on natural linear
peptides/proteins, and it was unable to predict torsion angles
for all of the residues in the β-turn in AIP-I D1AS6A (see the
SI for the TALOS-N predictions and associated analysis).
TALOS-N could make predictions with high confidence for
residues in the exocyclic tails, and these predictions fell in the
same regions of the Ramachandran plots as the observed
torsion angles from the representative solution NMR
structures, adding a second measure of validation for these
NMR structures in addition to the validation with MolProbity
(Tables S23 and S24). In view of this incomplete data set,
however, we turned to comparative NMR chemical shift
analysis, a technique commonly used for analyzing con-
formations of proteins and peptides,65,66 to identify putative
structural changes between the agonist AIP-I D1AS6A and the
two second-generation analogs, AIP-I D1AS6dA and AIP-I
D1AS6A [N-MeF8].
We performed a systematic analysis of the Hα, Cα, Hβ, and

Cβ chemical shifts associated with each residue in AIP-I
D1AS6A, AIP-I D1AS6dA, and AIP-I D1AS6A [N-MeF8] to
obtain a gauge of their overall structural similarity (see the SI
for full assignments [Tables S20−S22] and additional detailed
text). A side-by-side comparison of the chemical shifts for AIP-
I D1AS6A versus AIP-I D1AS6dA (Table S25) revealed no
significant changes in chemical shifts between the two peptides
(i.e., no chemical shift change was greater than two standard
deviations above the average shift difference).69 This lack of
significant chemical shift changes suggests that the con-
formation of AIP-I D1AS6dA is very similar to the parent AIP-
I D1AS6A. This result correlates with the comparable agonistic
activities of the two peptides in the cell-based agr reporter
assay. An analogous comparison was performed on the NMR
data for AIP-I D1AS6A and its the N-methyl amino acid, AIP-I
D1AS6A [N-MeF8] (Table S25). While there were only small
differences in chemical shifts in many of the residues between
the two peptides, in the residues near the β-turn there were
four significant chemical shift changes between AIP-I D1AS6A
and AIP-I D1AS6A [N-MeF8], signifying that the local

conformation around these residues was perturbed.69 These
chemical shift changes suggest that the N-methyl amino acid
modification not only removes the key hydrogen necessary for
a β-turn hydrogen bond, but also causes changes in the local
conformation of AIP-I D1AS6A [N-MeF8] relative to its
parent AIP-I D1AS6A. This result correlates with the dramatic
loss in agonistic activity for AIP-I D1AS6A [N-MeF8] relative
to AIP-I D1AS6A in the cell-based agr reporter assay. These
new NMR data and comparative analyses serve to support the
claim that the structure of the macrocycle in this class of AIP-I
mimics is critical to strong binding interactions with AgrC-I.

■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have determined the 3-D structures of the three S.
epidermidis AIPs (I−III) and five AIP-I analogs to gain insight
into the modes by which these compounds activate and inhibit
S. epidermidis AgrC-I. Comparisons of the solution-phase
NMR structures revealed chemical features essential to AgrC-I
agonism and antagonism (summarized in Figure 11).

Specifically, we propose that the AIP macrocycle exhibits a
hydrophobic face at the C-terminus that facilitates receptor
binding and that the positioning of that hydrophobic face is
best facilitated by a type II′ β-turn macrocycle that is not
present in native AIP-I. Instead, we found AIP-I has a
dispensable stabilizing interaction in its macrocycle that we
predict impairs adoption of the optimal conformation for
binding its own cognate receptor. Additionally, a bulky
hydrophobic group on the tail (e.g., Val3), oriented properly
by the macrocycle, is the essential factor for AgrC-I receptor
activation. Removal of this hydrophobic group, while
maintaining the β-turn macrocycle, results in a highly potent
AgrC-I antagonist (i.e., AAA). Removal of the tail altogether,
as in t-AIP-I, yields a moderate antagonist with a macrocycle
conformation analogous to the native AIP-I. We found the
native AIP-II and AIP-III to adopt structures quite different
from AIP-I, with each having highly different tail structures.
Interestingly, both AIP-II and AIP-III are capable of
antagonizing AgrC-I30,50 and have macrocycle conformations
more similar to the β-turn motif of antagonist AAA, again
suggesting that the most important features for binding to
AgrC-I are hydrophobic residues in the macrocycle and a β-
turn type macrocycle, while additional contacts made by the
exocyclic tail may improve the AIP-I:AgrC-I binding
interaction but are secondary to the macrocycle interactions.
To further underscore the importance of the macrocyclic β-
turn motif for peptide:AgrC-I binding, we found that analogs

Figure 11. Model for AgrC-I activation by AIP-I. AIP-I is shown with
a Connolly surface indicating relative hydrophobicity of residues, with
yellow being most hydrophobic and green being most hydrophilic.
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of AIP-I D1AS6A and AAA that reinforced the β-turn motif
were also highly potent, with the antagonist AAdA having a
subnanomolar IC50 value and constituting, to our knowledge,
the most potent AgrC antagonist in S. epidermidis to be
reported. In turn, analogs in which β-turn formation was
perturbed exhibited dramatic losses in potency, along with
large perturbations of key NMR chemical shifts not present for
other β-turn containing peptides, emphasizing the key role that
the β-turn plays for AgrC-I binding.
The proposed models of AgrC-I agonism and antagonism

are in agreement with the relative potencies of the AIP analogs
observed in the cell-based reporter assay, strongly suggesting
that the NMR structures and associated data reported herein
are biologically relevant. We note that while the presence of
two hydrophobic side chains near the C-terminus in
conjunction with a type II′ β-turn was sufficient for
subnanomolar antagonism in S. epidermidis, such levels of
antagonistic activity have been reserved for AIP analogs with at
least three major hydrophobic groups and highly variable
macrocyclic structures in the related bacterial species, S.
aureus.52 These structural differences may contribute to the
relatively weak cross-inhibition observed for the native AIP
signals and related analogs between S. aureus and S.
epidermidis.50

These structures and biological data for the native S.
epidermidis AIPs and non-native AIP-I analogs are significant as
they provide the first insights into the mechanism of AgrC
receptor activation in this emerging pathogen and shape our
understanding of agr-type QS. These data and insights should
also guide the design of new chemical probes to study QS in S.
epidermidis, as we showcase through the synthesis and study of
β-turn modifying analogs herein. Indeed, the discovery of
AAdA as a highly potent AgrC-I antagonist serves to validate
structure−function studies such as this one. Looking to the
future, because the primary mechanism by which S. epidermidis
causes infection is biofilm formation and the activation of the
agr system can reduce biofilm accumulation,12,25,27,29 designing
AIP analogs that can agonize all three AgrC receptors in S.
epidermidis would be of great interest. Our structural studies
suggest that, while the branched hydrophobic side chain of
residue Val3 is crucial for receptor activation, the proper
orientation of this side chain may not be dictated by any
specific interactions between the side chain and the macro-
cycle. Consequently, we hypothesize that a Val residue, or
another moiety with an adequately bulky hydrophobic group,
could be introduced onto a type II′ β-turn macrocycle
mimetic, the AIP-II macrocycle, or AIP-III macrocycle, turning
the resulting peptide into a highly potent activator for multiple
AgrC receptors. Further simplified AgrC-I antagonists and
agonists also could be identified using a method similar to that
previously described for S. aureus AgrC receptors, where a
number of different hydrophobic residues were substituted at
the C-terminal region, and the other residues in the macrocycle
were replaced with a single amino acid linker.43,48 Studies
toward these and related goals are ongoing and will be
reported in due course.
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